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Quick Note
Search Engine Optimization tactics can be very confusing waters to navigate.
This is a simple guide written with the intent to help you understand the initial
steps to take, a holistic picture of what “SEO” entails (without getting too
technical), and it also includes the essentials to getting things going. I’m not going

to throw you into the white hat versus black hat conversations, penguins, etc. etc.
etc. Instead, let’s focus on some of the top tips we believe will get you started and
going in the right direction…
Knowing where to start when looking at getting “SEO” done can be unnerving, to say
the least. Have you talked to lots of people, maybe even you hire one or two, but then come
out with nothing after a couple of months? Were your business goals a part of the
conversation when starting any SEO work or conversations? If you’ve answered yes to #1
and no to #2, believe me, you’re not alone. We’ve heard that plenty of times.
At Team Gu, we work with SEO specialists
that do very specific SEO tasks, and we are
specialists that fall under the “SEO hat”
given the whole content game is, as you
guessed it, also part of the SEO equation.
Hopefully, this simple guide can get you
started on the right path, or if nothing else, I
hope it can paint a good picture as what
SEO entails and provide you with some
high level items to put on your SEO to-do
list this year.
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1) Getting a
website SEO
analysis
should be
your first
step!
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• Does your site have duplicate content (Google finds almost 50%
of sites do!) and the issue is that will cause pages from within
your site to compete for rankings on Google.
• Site indexing.
o You have to check for broken links (links that don’t go
anywhere)
o How well does your site work speed-wise? Google finds
that roughly 35% of websites have broken internal links,
and about 25% have broken external links. If that’s the
case, your site can lose authority so speed is important.
You’ll lose more users to your site with slow loading
initially (this doesn’t include check out modules or items
that are connected payment vendors).
Did you know? The more pages that are indexed by Google on
your site can lend to more leads!
• Do you have content that leads to people finding you
LOCALLY? A large percentage of potential customers will visit a
store that carries your product or your own physical store within
about a day of their local search.
o Major errors in this include not providing solid details of
WHERE you want a user to go.
• Is your site optimized for mobile? (Site responsive? Images
load? Etc.) Tell a user what you want them to do faster via
mobile optimization paths:
• Call your business
• Make a purchase
• Visit a store
• Share info
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• Visit a retailer location or site
• Continue researching about the topic

First lesson, get that website analysis done.
2) Prep Site for SEM (PPC)
Google Tag Manager installation. You can

track campaigns and deploy marketing tags when
you launch new campaigns. Even if you’re not
going to run campaigns initially, get this setup so
you don’t have to think about it later. You’ll thank
us later.

3) Onsite Optimization
This includes website content writing and
optimization. Technical components:
•

Meta tags optimization

•

H1 optimization

•

Link Building Campaigns

A great chart from Ascend 2 showing what
the most relevant tactics are around SEO.
You can see more here on MarketingProfs.

• Create content. A platform like
Buzzsumo can help here to find
what is relevant to audience targets.
•

Actually use your blog (or editorial platform)

and make sure you have a solid Content Strategy.

•

Develop Evergreen content and trending

content. Understand the difference and know how
to incorporate that back into your overall Content
Strategy.
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• Link Building: Links can help tell search engines that your site is relevant to endorse to the right
audiences and a key part of SEO, and it is important to ranking in SERPs (which aren’t going away any
time this year).
• Create a list of sites or competition that has interest in your niche services or products, then
reach out to these sites and ask them to share your content. Some tools like AuthorCrawl
can help you identify places to go. That’s just one example.
• Do manual outreach! Yep, sounds “old school” and boring (which it might be), but these

days people can tell if emails are automated versus REAL human written emails. Go the real
route, you’ll win that way.
• Link Reclamation: The way that you do this is going to be different than general Link Building. Did you
get lots of sites linking to your site or lots of press linking to your site in the past or maybe recently? Find
the broken links and fix them! This will help with the SEO process as well (for you and them!) Here is a
quick how-to:
o Use Google Search Console’s Crawl Error report to find and export a list of your URLs that
return 404 errors.
o Utilize backlinks tools like Ahrefs for example, and export your list of backlinks. Copy your
list of URLs that are returning 404 redirects and put them into a spreadsheet.
o This gets a little technical, but if you use VLOOKUP, you can map your backlink URLs to the
status code. Just sort or filter your list by their status and you can see your broken backlinks.
o Having this list of broken backlinks is the hard part. Then all you have to do is the outreach;
email the site’s owner with an updated URL and tell them that fixing dead links is in their
best interest too.
• Image Optimization: Go into your site and look at your images. You need to find missing ALT attributes
and find broken internal images. Make sure you also include solid images that can be shared directly
from your site. Articles and other items that are visual are more likely to be shared!
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3) Social Media Optimization

Content!
Content!
Content!

Make sure you’re mixing what YOU offer on your site
or store, etc. to what you do on social, as well as
getting creative, but incorporate your keywords… as
much as you can!
Here are some great stats to remember:

Social Media
and Content
Creation are KEY
to having an SEO
strategy that
will move you
closer to your
goals.

•70% of people want to read about other experiences

•65% go to social to learn more

4) Monthly Content Creation
Make sure that you have great content ON your site,
in social and then tie everything together. You can
drive leads this way (leads can be interest in what you
provide, donations, converting into direct sales, etc.)
This is a POWERFUL way to gain top rankings via
SEO. And, remember, content has to have lots of
VARIETY in 2017. The same ole status quo just
doesn’t work.

Video Marketing.
Global consumer Internet video traffic will account for 80% of all consumer Internet traffic by
2019. Do you have a video strategy for your content marketing strategy and plan?
Videos make revenue grow 49% faster, according to a study done by Aberdeen

Visual Content.
Infographics or other ways to visually appeal to your target audience groups (aka:
stakeholders) should be incorporated into your planning. Compared to plain text articles,
consumers respond better to visual content like infographics, charts, etc.
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FINAL NOTE! MAKE SURE THAT YOU DO
QUARTERLY SEO AUDITS!!!

For more information, or to ask me or my team any questions, please
email Natalie@teamgu.com

Additional Research Resources:
MarketingProfs
http://ascend2.com/
https://moz.com
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